Note from the Author:
This book is subjective. I want that to be right up top here. Subjective, as in, a lot of this is an
opinion. All trading books must have some element of “opinion.” But I also want to stress that I will
do everything I can to minimize the subjective opinions I share in this book. And I will do everything I
can to maximize the objective, facts that I share.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Some people tell me I am wasting my time trading because the market is rigged? The market may be
rigged, but I am definitely not wasting my time! I am hacking that darn rig! Of the trillions of dollars that
flow through the markets each day, how can a system be built to pick my $10K out of the crowd and
take it from me? The truth is, it can’t. The “rig,” is the attempt of the wealthy to scare everyone else
away from the market. To make too much noise, to make it seem confusing and impossible for anyone
to wrap their minds around. But there is a way to even out the playing field, and to eliminate the noise.
It’s by using Technical Indicators.
This is not an Investments book. I don’t have an opinion about what makes a good investment. This is a
book about Technical Indicators. Technical Indicators (TI) are always calculated the exact same way.
They always show the same levels on any platform, and they are always determined through
mathematical equations. The resulting statistic we see when we look at a certain TI is an objective data
point.
Technical indicators are great because in addition to being objective, they are consistent. For example,
when the price of any stock is rising, the Williams %R will be over -50. Period. All technicals work this
way, they are meant to reflect certain data points in the ‘here and now,’ and can be relied on more than
anyone’s subjective opinion.
Throughout my 1-1 courses and seminars, I plan on using this textbook to map out the consistencies
which occur within technical indicators when stock prices are about see prices temporarily move up.
These work on different time scales, depending on what timeframes you are choosing to look at, and I
will talk about the importance of the time frames quite a lot.
This text is the subjective trading strategy of Black Ink Economics. And within that subjective trading
strategy are a litany of objective data points that I feel honored to share with anyone who wants to
learn. TI’s are the same for the Wall Street Elitists as they are for any retail trader with $100 in their
account. They are a way of evening out the playing field, and getting a peak at what those Elitists,
Market Makers, and Insiders are doing.
A lot of people say the Stock Market is rigged. And in a way, it has to be in order to work. That’s why
we have Market Makers who must maintain the price equilibrium of any given ticker. But even if it is
rigged, it can’t be rigged against any individual person. And the TI’s can see through the noise and
manipulation to get the real picture of what is happening in the minds of traders.
No information expressed or distributed by Black Ink Economics constitutes investment, trading, or
financial advice. Black Ink Economics mission is to educate people on how to trade and to further their
client’s knowledge as to the workings of the financial markets and technical indicators. Any
information presented or distributed by Black Ink Economics is for education and entertainment
purposes only.

Free sample, jumping to Section 2, Chapter 2: Williams %R

Chapter 2: Williams %R
The Williams %R is “also known as the Williams Percent Range, is a type of momentum indicator that
moves between 0 and -100 and measures overbought and oversold levels. The Williams %R may be used
to find entry and exit points in the market.” (Investopedia.com)
The Williams can be interpreted as “Bullish” when it is over -50, and “Bearish” when under -50. The
Williams %R tends to move along with the price, meaning that when the price is in an upwards
trajectory, the Williams %R will be over -50, and when it is in a downwards trajectory, the Williams %R
will be under -50.
For example, the Williams %R looks like this when you see it on charting software. The 2 nd graphic is the
same exact Williams %R, but the “bullish” periods are highlighted in green, and the “bearish” periods are
highlighted in red.

And now with the bullish and bearish periods highlighted:

The Williams %R can often move into the “bullish” zone before the price begins to appreciate. Of
course, like all other TI’s, when used alone it can give you many false signals, so it is best used with other
indicators.
Timeframe note: When you look at the Williams %R on any 1m candle chart, it is going to be extremely
volatile. It can jump up and down from bearish to bullish 30 times in an hour. As you look at charts with
longer candle time frames, you will start to see it smooth out.
Each of the following Williams %R charts cover the same time period, and the same ticker. However, due
to the way each is calculating the candle size (timeframe) into the data, the lines are extremely volatile
for the short candles (1m, 5m), and get smoother as the candle size increases. In other words, what you
gain in clarity, you lose in detail. Swing traders don’t want to know about the minute to minute Williams
%R because it’s going to give them a heart attack if they are truly swinging. But, day traders, who act
with great alacrity don’t sweat it, they simply sell when the techs go bearish.
1Day, 1min

1Day, 5min

1Day, 15min

1Day, 1Hour

For day trading, it is best to look at charts with 5m and/or 15m candles. The best situation would be for
both the timeframe charts to show the Williams %R over -50, because then they are “in agreement”
with each other. However, if you see the 5m chart go bullish without the 15m chart, there is still a
potential day trade on the horizon. You can choose to wait until the 15m Williams jumps into
agreement, or you can act on the 5m if you feel confident that the 15m will follow. It can take up to 3 5minute candles for the 15-minute candle charts to catch up.
For Swing Trading, charts with 1hr and 4hr long candles are best. The Williams %R will be smoother, and
when entering a swing trade you are not necessarily looking to catch the absolute lowest entry, you are
trying to accumulate shares while the price is near the low without letting your volume impact the
actual technicals.
Study the chart below. Especially look at the spike starting Tuesday the 9 th and ending on Wednesday
the 10th. Holding all else equal, the Williams %R moves to the bullish zone mid-day Tuesday, as
indicated by the blue X. Each of the candles is 1 hour long, so there were 7, 1-hr candles plus the period
between afterhours close and premarket open where technical traders had the opportunity to make this
entry before the price appreciation. To most short-term traders, 7 hours is plenty of time to decide.
The Williams %R does not always give 7 hours’ notice; it can give more or less.

Example:

Above: The Williams %R pops over -50 at the blue X, which led to the 7-hour time period given to make
an entry (highlighted in blue), which then led to a spike in the price from .62-.75.
One thing to note here is that since we are looking at a chart with 1-hour candles, we are looking at a
swing trade setup, not a Day Trade setup.
Also notice how often the Williams %R gives us a bullish signal. As you can see, there were many times
throughout the day where the Williams %R moves over -50 and then falls right back down. That
happens a lot, which is why we are going to combine this with other TI’s throughout the book.

ADDING THE WILLIAMS %R
TO THINK OR SWIM
1. OPEN YOUR “STUDIES” ON TOS.
2. IN “STUDY SEARCH” TYPE ‘WILLIAMSPERCENTR,’ THEN SELECT THE GREEN +
3. THERE ARE NO FURTHER SETTINGS TO CHANGE, SO PRESS “DONE” AND IT WILL
APPEAR ON YOUR PAGE.

Give it a shot!
For each of the following charts, indicate whether it is a day trade setup or a swing trade setup, and
then indicate when the Williams %R moved into the bullish area with an ‘X’ on the Williams %R line.

Candle Size: _____

Candle Size: _____

Day Trade or Swing Trade?__________________

Day Trade or Swing Trade?_________________

Candle Size: _____

Candle Size: _____

Day Trade or Swing Trade?__________________

Day Trade or Swing Trade?_________________

Candle Size: _____

Candle Size: _____

Day Trade or Swing Trade? __________________

Day Trade or Swing Trade?_________________

Answer Sheet:

Candle Size: 15 minute

Candle Size: 1 hour

Day Trade or Swing Trade? Day Trade

Day Trade or Swing Trade? Swing Trade

Candle Size: 1 hour

Candle Size: 4 hours

Day Trade or Swing Trade? Swing Trade

Day Trade or Swing Trade? Swing Trade

C

Candle Size: 1 hour

Candle Size: 5 minute

Day Trade or Swing Trade? Swing Trade

Day Trade or Swing Trade? Day Trade

Notice, of the 22 X’s on the page, 11 of them led to short term price appreciation periods.

